
Wire Guard Training
How to Be a Safe and Effective Wire Guard

Presented by the Eversource Emergency Preparedness Group



Welcome

An Eversource Wire Guard:

• Plays a critical role in our field response 

during an emergency, 

• May be the first Eversource employee our 

customers see after an emergency event has 

occurred,

• Lets people know that the fallen wire must be 

treated as if it were live — and the ground 

and other objects in the area may be 

energized and dangerous,

• Greets and cautions pedestrians and 

motorists, and

• Asks all to stay clear until qualified personnel 

arrive and make it safe.



Two Types of Hazards

Electric Shock and Transformer Oil Leaks or Spills

It’s important to     recognize and 

respect the conditions created 

by both types of hazards.

Electric shock hazardous to human life

Transformer oil leaks/ spills hazardous to environment



Electric Shock

Direct and Indirect Contact

Any living thing (including humans) can receive electric shock from 

a downed wire — without actually touching the wire.

Direct contact, Touch Potential, 

(touching the wire) can seriously 

harm or kill you, but indirect contact, 

Step Potential, (even just walking 

near the wire!) can be just as 

dangerous.



Electric Shock

Things that conduct electricity

Electricity always seeks a return path to earth – or ground

…and follows all paths to ground through any object that 

conducts energy

Tree Aluminum siding

Fence Pole

Telephone and 

Cable Wires

Car

Water

People



Electric Shock

Ground 

Gradiant

Provides path to the ground

Voltage ripples out from downed wire in concentric circles



Two Types of Hazards

The same potential and voltage differences

When voltage values are equal, they are 

considered to be of the same potential, and 

electrical current flow will stop.

Electric shock occurs when a living thing 

becomes the connection between voltage 

differences.



Electric Shock

Touch energized car and 

become part of  ground gradient 

Electricity will enter your hand at 

one voltage and flow through your 

body to your feet on the ground

Touch Potential



Electric Shock

Don’t have to get close enough to 

touch the car to receive a shock

If leading leg is in a higher voltage ring than the leg behind it, electricity will use 

your body to bridge this voltage difference and complete its path to ground

Step Potential



Simple Steps to Staying Alive

STEP 1

Honk your horn to alert passers-by. Roll down the window 

and warn people not to touch the car or the line. Ask 

someone to call the utility company & emergency services.

STEP 2

If you must exit because of fire or other safety reasons, open the 

door, but DO NOT STEP OUT.

Gently open a door all the way, being careful not to touch 

anything metal or the power line itself.

STEP 3

Position your body so that you're facing the ground.

STEP 4

Jump off the car and land on both feet at the same time with 

your arms folded across your chest. Do not touch any part 

of the car with any part of your body as you jump.

STEP 5STEP 6

Shuffle your feet or take short hops across the ground until you reach 

a safe distance of at least 25’ away from the car. Keep your feet 6 

inches together.

STEP 7

Stay away from the car and wait for help to arrive.



Electric Shock

Nobody can tell if a downed wire is energized by looking at it.



Electric Shock

Keep Your Distance!

Wait for qualified personnel to arrive to make it safe

At least 25’

Stay back at least 25 feet from downed wires or equipment



Two Types of Electric Shock

Direct:

Let’s Recap…

Indirect: Electric shock from downed wire —

without actually touching the wire.

Direct contact with an energized circuit

Touch Potential

Step Potential

Safe distance at least 25 feet away.



Transformer Oil Leaks and Spills

They reduce the voltage in our power lines from high voltage 

to the low voltage electricity used by out customers.

Mineral Oil, PCBs and the Environment

This voltage reduction process produces heat inside the transformer.



Transformer Oil Leaks and Spills

While mineral oil is considered to be non-toxic to humans, it may be 

harmful to fish and wild-life.

Mineral Oil, PCBs and the Environment

The mineral oil in a small percentage of our older transformers may contain 

PCBs, which can accumulate in the environment.

While incidental or casual contact with PCBs does not pose a high risk to 

humans, it is wise to avoid contact with it.



ICC/EOC/WW

Wire Guard & Services 

Branch Director

Wire Guard Reporting Structure

ICS Chain of Command

It’s important to recognize 

two things:

Line of Authority

Reporting Structure

ICC
ICC

ICC

Operations Section 

Chief

ICC/EOC/WW

Wire Guard 

Group Manager

ICC

Wire Guard Services 

Crews Unit Leader

Field/AWC

Wire Guard 

Coordinator

Field

Wire Guard

Incident 

Commander

PLANNING LOGISTICS
FINANCE & 

ADMIN.OPERATIONS



Wire Guard Responsibilities

Gather your personal items

Expect to be in the field for at least 12 hours – sometimes 16 to 18 hours

You’ll be sitting alone in a vehicle or standing outside greeting the public



Wire Guard Responsibilities

Report to your Wire Guard Coordinator at the Area Work Center

Gather equipment and information

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and safety equipment



Wire Guard Responsibilities

Gather information and equipment

CRITICAL CONTACT 

INFORMATION

Wire Guard Coordinator

Area Work Center

Spill Hotline

Emergency Numbers

EXCHANGE WITH YOUR 

WIRE GUARD 

COORDINATOR

Cell phone number

Vehicle information: 

make, model, year, 

color, license plate 

number

CARDS TO HAND OUT

Customer Service

Media Relations

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

DOOR HANGERS

MAP OF YOUR 

ASSIGNED LOCATION

SAFETY BRIEFING

Damage assessment 

complete? – You’ll have 

a good idea of what to 

expect.

Damage assessment not 

performed? – You may 

have to provide a simple 

report of the damage.



In the Field

You’ve been assigned to a location where a 

damage assessment has been performed:

At least 25’

You’ve been briefed on what to expect

What’s the first thing you should do?

Park at a safe distance form any downed wires. 

Pull off to the side at least 25’ away.

Avoid blocking the road with your vehicle.



In the Field

Look over the area

Assume that all downed wires are “live”

Stay away from wires and what they are touching or might be touching

Tree Limbs

Metal FencesPuddles



In the Field

Put on your hard hat, safety vest, employee badge

Anytime you step outside your vehicle…



In the Field

Set up your Wire Guard Station

Make sure the cones are not blocking the road.

Make sure you leave enough room so you can walk in between.Serves as a safe area

It’s an obvious, visible indication.

Do not direct traffic

Do not clean up damage



In the Field

Greet the Public

Make yourself accessible to both pedestrians and motorists.

When they approach, identify yourself and point out the hazards.

Hello! I’m with Eversource 

and I’m here to let you know 

that this area is unsafe.Do not discuss restoration times.

When will my power come back on?

I’m sorry. I’m not qualified to answer 

your questions, but I know our 

customer service representatives 

would be happy to help you.

You will receive up-to-date 

information on our restoration 

efforts if you call this number or 

visit the Eversource website,

When will Eversource restore power?

I’m sorry. I’m not qualified to answer your 

questions, but I know our Media Relations 

people would be happy to help you.

Assume that all downed wires, downed equipment 

and the things they are touching are dangerous.

Maintain a safe distance of at least 25’.

Never drive over any downed wire.



In the Field

Report the sounds of generators immediately

I hear generators.

Many home generators are properly installed, but some 

homeowners may unknowingly connect them improperly.

Even a small, improperly installed generator can back-feed enough 

power and re-energize wires – which is very dangerous for our crews.



In the Field

Check in with your WG Coordinator every 4-6 hours

Here’s where things stand.



In the Field

Take a bio break

I could use a break.
Can you send someone 

to fill in?



In the Field

Call for help if the situation worsens or becomes unsafe.

Wire Guard 

Coordinator
911



In the Field

Leave a door hanger in New Hampshire

Have the electrical wires from a pole 

to the customer’s house fallen down?



In the Field

Summary of 10 responsibilities

Park at a safe distance (at least 25’ away from the wire) and avoid blocking the road.

Look over the area.

Put on your hard hat,  safety vest, and badge.

Set up your Wire Guard station.

Report the sounds of generators.

Check in with your WG Coordinator every 4-6 hours.

Take a bio break.

Contact your WG Coordinator or call 911 if the situation becomes unsafe.

In New Hampshire leave a door hanger for affected customers.

Greet the public.



In the Field

If a damage assessment has not been performed

How will this affect your responsibilities?Follow the ten steps we already discussed up to a point.

Park at a safe distance and avoid blocking the road.

Look over the area.

Put on your hard hat,  safety vest, and badge.

Set up your Wire Guard station.



In the Field

Collect information to make a general report to your WG Coordinator

1

Are the downed wires 

ours or theirs?

2

Are they primary wires 

or secondary wires?

4

Is there a transformer 

oil spill or leak?

3

What is the pole number 

associated with the 

downed wires?

122

4



In the Field

Are the wires ours or theirs?

Let’s review pole wires and equipment to help you 

identify the difference:

• Our wires are electrical

• The other wires are communication wires –

telephone, cable, or fire alarm

Why is this distinction important?

• Eversource is not responsible for guarding 

downed communication wires

• Your Wire Guard Coordinator may release 

you from this location and re-assign you.



In the Field

Are they primary wires or secondary wires?

Primary Wires

• Sit at the top of the pole

• Carry the highest voltage

Secondary Wires

• Sit beneath the primary wires

• Carry a stepped-down voltage that is used 

by our customers’ homes and businesses



In the Field

How to identify common pole wires and equipment

Communication 

Wires

Low voltage such 

as telephone, cable, 

fire alarm.  

Guy Wire

Primary wire — Primary wires sit at the top 

of the pole and carry the highest voltage.

Secondary wire — Secondary wires sit 

beneath the primary wires and carry the 

stepped-down voltage level that is used by 

our customers’ homes and businesses.

Service drop wire — A service drop wire 

carries secondary voltage and runs from the 

utility pole to a customer’s premises. 

Guy wire — A guy wire is a tensioned cable 

designed to add stability to the utility pole. It is 

attached to the pole and runs to an anchor in the 

ground or another pole. While a guy wire is not an 

energized wire, it can become energized in a 

storm situation.

Transformer — A transformer sits between the 

primary and secondary wires, and its purpose is 

to step the primary voltage down to a lower 

secondary voltage. Transformers contain mineral 

oil for insulating and cooling purposes, which 

could be hazardous to the environment if it leaks 

or spills.

Communication Wires — Communication 

wires are low voltage telephone, fire alarm, or 

cable wires. If there’s a streetlight on the pole, 

these wires tend to sit below it.



In the Field

What is the pole number?

Pole numbers and other information are typically stamped on the pole.

• You may not be able to get close enough to retrieve this information

• A safe distance is 25’ or more

• Typically, pole numbers run sequentially

• Try to locate the poles on either side of the downed pole

122

4
122

8

• Use your cell phone to record adjacent pole numbers

• The downed pole number should fall between these two numbers

122

6



In the Field

Is there a transformer spill or leak?

Report this information in two ways:

• Call the Spill Hotline, which is one of the 

contact numbers you collected at the AWC

• Call your Wire Guard Coordinator



In the Field

To Summarize: 

Collect information to make a general report to your WG Coordinator

Park at a safe distance and avoid blocking the road.

Look over the area.

Put on your hard hat,  safety vest, and badge.

Set up your Wire Guard station.

Report the sounds of generators.

Check in with your WG Coordinator every 4-6 hours.

Take a bio break.

In New Hampshire leave a door hanger for affected customers.

Greet the public.

Contact your WG Coordinator or call 911 if the situation becomes unsafe.

1

Are the downed wires 

ours or theirs?

2

Are they primary wires 

or secondary wires?

3

What is the pole number 

associated with the 

downed wires?

4

Is there a transformer 

oil spill or leak?

122

4

If a damage assessment hasn’t been performed report these four things to your WG Coordinator



In the Field

Your Release

You will not be released until you’re relieved by:

• qualified personnel who will ensure 

that the downed wire and equipment 

are tested, cut clear, or made safe;

• another member of the Wire Guard branch.

• When your relief arrives, contact  

your Wire Coordinator

• You may be asked to report to 

another location or the AWC



What Not to Do

Six Things You Shouldn’t Do

Do not touch or move any kind of wires, equipment, or debrisAvoid taking steps in an unsafe areaDo not sit on guard rails or fencesDo not block or shut down roads – or direct trafficDo not leave your location without calling in

Can you send someone 

to fill in?



Six Things You Shouldn’t Do

Do not idle your vehicle for long periods of time

In Connecticut a three-minute limit is enforced — unless outside temperatures 

are below 20° Fahrenheit (-7 ° Celsius) when there’s no time limit.

In New Hampshire the time limit fluctuates based on outside temperatures: 5 

minutes above 32° Fahrenheit (0° C); 15 minutes between 10° (-12 C) and 32°

Fahrenheit (0° C); and there’s no time limit if the temperatures are below 10°

Fahrenheit (-12 C). 

In Massachusetts a five-minute time limit is enforced — regardless of temperature.

That being said, there are exceptions to the idling rule that 

apply to Wire Guards in all three states: 

• You can idle your vehicle to defrost your 

windshield. 

• You can idle your vehicle to run your flashing beacon.

• You can idle your vehicle to protect your own 

health and safety. 

What Not to Do

I BELIEVE THE IDLING LAW MAY PERTAIN PRIMARILY (OR ONLY? 

TO DESIEL VEHICLES?



What Not to Do

Summary of Six Things You Shouldn’t Do

Do not touch or move any kind of downed wires, downed 

equipment, or debris.

In an unsafe area, do not take steps. Keep both feet together 

and shuffle to safety.

Do not sit on guard rails or fences.

Do not block or shut down roads — or direct traffic.

If none of the exceptions apply, do not idle your vehicle for longer 

than a state’s time limit.

Do not leave your location for any reason without letting your 

WG Coordinator know.

When the Lights 
Went Out



Effective Customer Communication

A Recommended Approach

! ?“ “

Three things that influence this interaction:

The longer our customers are without power, the 

greater their impatience and frustration may grow. 

Our customers may have requests or demands 

beyond your power to fulfill.

No matter how skillfully you handle the interaction, 

you may not be able to satisfy the customer.

Simply by the way you handle yourself, you have more 

power than you think to influence the way the customer 

feels.



Effective Customer Communication

Six Guidelines for Interacting With Customers

Listen
Project a calm and 

friendly manner
Re-state the problem

Validate the 

customer’s concerns

Use relatable 

language
Avoid attributing 

blame



Thanks for attending.

If you have additional questions about your position, don’t 

hesitate to contact the Safety or Emergency Preparedness 

Group. 

We’re happy to help in any way that we can. 

Eversource Training and Exercises@eversource.com

EversourceSafety@eversource.com

Conclusion

mailto:Eversource%20Training%20and%20Exercises@eversource.com
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